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BEFORE MOUNTING READ THIS DOCUMENT FIRST! 

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS VANE-SWITCH 

Reason for the application of the vane-switch 

The vane-switch is a guard against a shortage of combustion air.  If the air flow through the DA appliance 
decreases as a consequence of, for example  a cut out of the transport air fan, the vane –switch sees to it that 
gas supply remains shot off or is shot off if this happens during function . The heater will be locked. 

The present guard which is based on air pressure measurement is sensitive for pollution and causes problems, 
especially when applied in poultry houses. The vane-switch is less sensitive for pollution.  

Application of the vane-switch 

The vane-switch can be applied in any DA-appliance with a 1400 rpm motor and a 4- or 6 bladed metal 
propeller. Appliances with a 900 rpm motor have a too low air volume for a proper function of the vane switch. 

Mounting Instructions  

* Fitting the long or short vane-switch 

ATTENTION !!! 

For application on a DA 4 & DAP 4, DA 6 & DAP 6 en DAP 13, use the long version of the vane-switch. For all 
other applications of the vane-switch, use the short version. 

The long version can be recognized by the hole (2,5) in the arm of the vane. See fig. 4.    

To start with, remove the air pressure measuring pipe, the pressure switch GW3 and all relevant parts, in case 
mounted on the appliance.  

The vane switch should be placed on the body of the DA(P) burner between the propeller and the burner 
chamber. That is the same place where air the pressure measuring pipe has been mounted. Figure 1 shows on 
what spot and in what position the switch should be fixed. It is important that the vane switch is fixed the 
correct way. The switch should stand in line with the appliance, angularly fixation will lead to bad security of 
the heater. 
In existing appliances the12mm hole in the body is present. For montage you will need a M8x16 bolt, a M8 flat 
washer, M8 locknut and a washer D= 3d of stainless steel only.  Figure 2 shows the mounted situation.  

In the future the 12mm hole will be replaced by a 8,5 mm hole and a 3,5mm hole will be added in the same 
line. For the DA(P) 45 heater, a second hole of 12mm will be added next to the 8,5mm hole, in order to pass 
the wire.  The 3,5mm hole is for positioning the vane switch. This way montage of the switch is only possible in 
one way. The 3,5mm whole will be sealed by a rivet. The flat washer D=3d will not be necessary and can be 
replaced by a M8 washer. Figure 3 shows mounting instructions with altered hole pattern. 

*Electrical connection     

The vane switch has been provided with a switch contact. The black wire is the common. The white wire is the 
contact that is open in resting position is normally open. The red wire is the contact that is closed in resting 
position, normally closed. 

VP 7730 print 

If there is a VP7730 print board in the appliance, then the vane switch should be connected to the connections 

of the limit thermostat. The limit thermostat can have 2 possible connections.  

1. The limit thermostat/clixon has been connected to the print board, clamp 17, 18, 19 (Clixon/LD2) 
 The vane switch is connected as follows: 



 - the middle contact of the Clixon will remain on k18 
 - disconnect the normally closed contact of the klaxon from k17 and connect to the black wire of the 
    vane switch. Use the material supplied. 
 -  The normally open contact of the clixon will remain on k19, the red wire of the vane switch is also 
     connected to k19. 
 -  The white wire of the vane switch is connected to k17. 
2. The limit thermostat/clixon has been  put in the thermo couple circuit.  

 A special clixon has been mounted, supplied with a NC contact and gold contacts, Priva article 
 nummer 657629. The vane switch is connected as follows: 
 -  disable the connection between k18 and k17. 
 -  connect the black wire of the vane switch to k18. 
 -  connect the white wire of the vane switch to k17. 
 -  connect the red wire of the vane switch to k19. 
Make sure that relay D has been carried out as timer. This must be set on 15 seconds. 

VP 8805 print 

If there is a VP8805 print board then it has been secured by a so called resting position check. This means that 
the vane switch should be in resting  position before the heater is able to start. If for example the heater is 
ventilating and there is a heat demand, then the fan must stand still first to enable the vane switch to come in a 
resting position.  Only after the resting position has been acknowledged the transport fan will start ventilating 
and switch the vane again.     

The vane switch should be connected to the  clamps of the LD2: 
 -  connect the black wire to k16 
 -  connect the white wire to k17 
 -  connect the red wire to k18              
                                

Part list Vane switch short :  Part list Vane switch long: 
        Priva code     Priva code 
1. Vane switch short   700166-2 8. Vane switch long   700168-2  
    -Micro switch       - micro switch 
     Matsushita ABV 161061 651345-3   Matsushita ABV 161061   651345-3  
    -Bracket   651347-3   - Bracket   651347-3 
   - Vane 65x50-short (A)  651346-3   - Vane 65x50-long (B)  651344-3  
   - Spirol bush   651348-3   - Spirol bush   651348-3 
   - Protective hose 950mm 3804216-3   - Protective hose 950mm 3804216-3 
  2. Tyrap   3802561-3 2. Tyrap    3802561-3 
3. SS Rivet 3,0 x 6   480294-3 3. SS rivet 3, x 6   480294-3 
4. SS bolt M8 x 16  480294-3 4. SS bolt M8 x 16  480294-3 
5. SS washer M8 (2x)  480436-3 5. SS washer M8 (2x)      480436-3 
6. SS flat ring D= 3d  480456-3 6. SS flat ring D= 3d  480456-3 
7. SS locknut M8   480136-3 7. Locknut M8   480136-3 
    Cable clamp junction  3655315-3 Cable clamp junction  3655315-3 
 
The codes match with those numbers from figure 2,3, 4. 
                 

 



 


